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ABSTRACT 

Among microinstabilities that may affect the 
resistance of a 2~4 plasma in fast 2 pinches, me 
the ion acoustic and the lowr hybrid imtzibilities. 
We discuss effects of hydrogen ions on these 
instabilities and find that, by properly adjusting the 
hydr’ogen concentration, one can considerably . increase the threshold current density for the onset 
of the instability. In addition to. a strong Landau . . irr . . . . . 
damping on hydrogew icms~ ; there is a collisiond 
stabilizing mechanism related to a collisional 
fkiction between the two ion species. Another 
interesting aspect {of BT #y ..stability analysis is ! 
related to the fact that th&iuq$netizatiun (a product 
of the gyrofkqueqqy :an&$he collipiond frequency) uf tdze heavy io~~,~::~~ ..~ .~h~~. hy~~~~~n. iu~ is very 

: ..t ~fe~nt. We disiilss possibly \I;~~~ *f, adding the 
j: . hydrogen tu high-~.?--~~~&~~ d&a... simple b Case 

_ . . 
of gas-puff p&~&$ wh&: ‘&&@&q~~ could be 

, 

added to the mah.&as ‘before, thel:‘@xfE.ng. For the 
wire arrays, one’ I+’ might : , I. try .$I ;;::.. saturate the . / 
assembled array ” b$ hy&tigen. &fibr to the main 
discharge. One’ %mrC posSib&ty is using 
interwoven thin. vV#es of- a mah ,cOmponent (say, 
tungsten) and polymer C~Tib&s. , ‘. ’ 

Work performed at 1;. LLNL ‘under US DOE 
Contract No. W-7405-E1@-48. ‘*’ .’ .’ I” 



MOTIVATION: 

The current-d&en ticroinstabilities 
may produce anomalously-high 
resistivity (thereby affecting the MELD 
behavior of the pinch, in particular, . 
making the m+O R-T modes more 
unstable) 

. e.-. s 

1;‘: :I y *  
‘jyqyy- - 

a The ammdous resi&vity may reduce -. 
the current through a low-density 
blow-off ,plasma sometim.es present . 
inside and 6iihide the imploding shell; 
this, in turn,, gnay lead to fognation of - . ‘. ._. . .: 1. . ‘.I . ..- 

The lxydrogeix 
. .I ,. 

i  

to 

I - a high-z 
plasma may increase the instability 
threshold and thereby eliminate 
the aforementioned tindesirable effects 



. The relative electron-ion velocity can 
easily exceed the ion thermal velocity: 

where I is the total pinch current, r is the 
pinch radb, and h is the thickness of the * 
imploding shell. bh* C@ptstical” units Jy+:<. : 

I . where A is the...~t~mic !'weight. of plasma ions, 

Z* is their average chaxge, msd 16 is the mass - 
per udt leng&i ,,,. of &$,. pih&;. . For A=1 80, 
2*&j 9 fizz mg/cm, Qdd &3’$J&4, one has 

u=3.6406 cm/~, whereas the ion thermal 
velocity at T=30.1 eV ~‘ftyp&&:.for the run-in I: ‘, . * 
phase) is vTi=6~*.~*05 cm/s. ‘1. _, ” 



0 Lower-hybrid (LH) instability (low 
threshold) 

* Ion-acoustic instability (higher threshold, 
higher effective coflision frequency). 

. 



The plasma that one deals with in imp1 
of wire arrays is strongly collisiond 

.O sions 

. vii (v,J = ion-ion (el~ktion-ion) collision :’ 
frequency; tDBi (d+J f” $m (electron) gyro- 
frequency; mpi = ion plastia frequency. i 

i 
I  ‘, 

Input parameters:,A=180, Z*=5, l3=2 MG. 

. Point A: inside the current sheath; Point B: 
in a blow-off plasma 



“Canonical’? ion-acoustic md lower-hybrid 
instabilities cannot develop inside the current 
sheath. 

There exists a collisional (dissipative) 
instability of the ion-acoustic type. It develops 
when the relative velocity u exceeds the phase 
velocity of the pmturbations in the ion rest- frame. Its @&&r&e. i”sr:rL’ . - . 

where m,(m,) is the el&%mC’Qk6ton) mass, 
and pDe is the electron Debye radius 
FOG the mode with &&..‘.a few”v,,, the growth ^ 
rate is - 10°2V,,;j* 101%~‘. Thik mode saturates 8 *.a, - 
when the effective collision fkkquency 
becomes 2-3 times higher thah the initial 
Coulomb collision frec&ency. In other words, 
it can potentially lead to the increase of the 
pinch resistance by a factor of 2-3 compxed 
to the “classical” value. 

I “a. _ .‘/ 



This mode can be stabilized by a small 
admixture of hydrogen. A relative motion of 
the hydrogen ions with respect to the main 
Scomponent in the Wave field causes 
enhanced dissipation of the wave. The mount 
of hydrogen required for stabilization is: 

For the standard Z-pinch parmeters, the 
r.h.s. is approximately.,equal to 1O-2. ..-, ‘r’ . de. ! .,’ ._I’ ‘:‘;,J ~ . I t I . , 1 3 _ t ‘3 , -’ : ,i’ . ; .* 



l Consider the lower-hybrid instability for a 

lower-density and hotter blow-off plasma. 
Here, the relative velocity u cm be 
considerably smaller than the ion tiemxd 
velocity (a general expression (*) is not valid 
for the blow-off plasma; u should be evaluated 
here on the case-by-case basis).The growth 
rate of the luwa-hybrid instability in this case 
is (ICraSl; Davidson; Drake; Guzdar): 

. : . . 
’ 1,. . 

/  

I  

where 
. . 

. 



In tie case where hydrogen admixture is 
present, the expression for the lower-hybrid 
frequency changes. In this case, . . . 

. We, however, assume that the hydrogen 
e concentration: is small e,n,ough, 

nH c (Z*2 /A&, so that Eq. (**) remahs -- 
valid. 



At this relatively small hydrogen density, the . 
hydrogen affects only the damping rate of the 
oscillations. Its contribution to the damping 
rate is: 

where pe is the electxon gyro-radius. For the- . 
most dangerous perturbations with k-0.5p,, 
the stabilization occurs at 



How to add hydrogen to the bulk of the wires? 

Saturate an assembled may with hydrogen 
prior to discharge. . 

. 

Interweave thh wires of a main 
component (say, tungsten) with polymer 
C,H, fibers.. ’ + I 

Use, instead of hydrogen? some other light 
admixture (Li or Be) in the form of an 
alloy with the;grmin ’ , ; cpngyqent (the theory wuuld re~~~~!~s~~~ ~~~.~~odificatioas 
in this case). i ..: I ..” :, _.-. I ’ ! I.’ ..I .* . . . .T . : 



CONCLUSIONS -. 

Current-driven microinstabilities for fast . 
Z-pinch environment have been 
considered 

Within the thickness of the imploding 
shell, the plasma is so strongly dominated 
by cdlision_s_tbat .%xmoticaS lower- 
* hybrid and ion-acoustic instabilities -- 
cannot develop: 

It can incfease the plasma resistivity by a 
factor Z-3Jtcan be easily stabilized by a 
few percetit idmidhke cif :the hydrogen, 
which adds dampinpj via collisional I I 
friction ag$inst the’ main component . . 

Lower-density #and hotter blow-off . 
plasma is mme vulnerable with respect to 
classical currentmdriven microinstabilities. 



. 
. CONCLUSIONS (CONTINUED) - 

l Small admixturtz of hydrogen has a . 
favorable effect also in this situation. 
Stabilization comes from additional 
Landau damping. 

* We have derived simple expressions for 
the amount df*hy&qgm required for . . ..---a. .-e. -c.-- I---- .- 
stabilization. - 


